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BESA - UK standard for
heat interface units
The UK test standard for Heat Interface Units, developed to assess UK heat
network operating parameters, is regarded as an important step towards
improving the overall performance of British district heating schemes.

Purpose
•	To enable the performance of different HIUs to be evaluated within the
context of typical UK operating conditions thereby enabling heat network
developers to evaluate the performance of specific HIUs against
design requirements.
•	To generate operating data on the expected performance of specific HIUs
given “normal” operating parameters to enable heat network operators
to identify anomalous performance.
•	To provide a framework for HIU manufacturers to evaluate the
performance of their equipment within the UK context thereby feeding
into their continuous improvement development programmes.
Outputs
•	Mapping of key metrics over the duration of each test.
•	Calculation of the annual Volume Weighted Return Temperature (VWART)
from the HIU, with this being a composite of estimations of the annual
volume-weighted return temperatures for domestic hot water, space
heating and keep-warm functions.
•	Evidence of compliance with other performance and reliability metrics,
such as speed of temperature stabilisation.

BESA UK HIU test Regime
www.thebesa.com/ukhiu

With thanks to BESA for the above information - www.thebesa.com

The BESA test was originally adapted from the Swedish District Heating Association (RISE) test
method F:103-7. Both test methods include static tests of space heating performance, as well
as dynamic tests of domestic hot water (DHW) performance.
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Differential pressure control
within the BESA test rig
The BESA HIU test rig schematic is shown below. Separately from any HIU, the rig includes a differential
pressure control valve (DPCV) across the primary pipework, set to maintain a differential of 50 kPa
between flow and return legs.
The DPCV is provided to ensure stable pressure conditions across the heat exchangers under test, so that
results can be considered to be pressure independent. Furthermore, testing of the domestic hot water
(DHW) exchanger is carried out in isolation from the space heating (HTG) circuit, and vice versa.
This prevents the 2 systems from influencing each other.
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RISE Test Rig FV3 - Setup for the UK HIU Test Regime
(The schematic has been modified to show the test rig DPCV across the primary pipework)

Summary
By including a DPCV to stabilise rig pressures, the BESA test potentially conceals
performance issues arising when the HIU enters operational service. In actual site
conditions, pressure surges resulting from system equipment stop/starts will
expose HIUs to unstable pressures.
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Differential pressure controller as a tool
for optimization of heating systems
One of the pre-conditions for a well-functioning control
of a heating system is the correct choice of differential
pressure controller

MAKING MODERN LIVING POSSIBLE

Technical paper

Differential pressure controllers as a tool
for optimization of heating systems
Herman Boysen, Product Application Manager, Danfoss A/S
Published in Euro Heat & Power 1/2003

The correct selection of HIU control valves and DPCVs is critical
to achieving good valve authority.

Poor valve authority can result in the following:
• High return temperatures.
• Inconsistent DHW temperatures at the tap.
•	Delays in achieving the space heating set point,
along with poor user comfort.
• Inefficient heat transfer.

districtenergy.danfoss.com

Differential pressure controllers as a tool
for optimization of heating systems
Danfoss Technical Paper

Full details can be found in the Danfoss “Differential pressure controllers as a tool
for optimization of heating systems”, available at www.sav-systems.com/differential

DP controllers as standard
To maximise valve authority, each thermostatic controller in Danfoss FlatStations
has a dedicated DPCV as standard (highlighted in the schematic below), leaving
performance unaffected by fluctuations in system pressure.
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Double check valve, WRAS
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Filling/drain valve
To be ordered separately
Delivered loose with unit
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Differential pressure controller
Expansion vessel
Connection closed
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HE supply
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HE return

41B Fitting piece, heat meter ¾” x 110 mm.
41C Fitting piece, Shut-off-valve
48 Air escape, manual
62B Pressure Absorber w/non-return valve
63 Sieve
69 on/off valve
74 IHPT
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IHPT controller for DHW
• Integral DPCV, Valve Authority = 1 (Excellent)

DPCV for space heating circuit
•	Maintains the valve authority of the HTG thermostatic
controller at not less than 0.5 (Good)

Pt40 Pressure Independent
Thermostatic Radiator Valve
(PITRV)
• Integral DPCV, Valve Authority = 1 (Excellent)

Rt40 Pressure Independent
Return Temperature Limiter
(PIRTL)
• Integral DPCV, Valve Authority = 1 (Excellent)
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The proof of a good HIU
is in its performance…
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Saffron Square
case story
State of the art
Saffron Square is a development in Croydon by the Berkeley Group
which comprises the 43-storey Pinnacle Tower along with a number
of smaller apartment blocks.
All 775 residences are served by a central heat network with FlatStation
7 Series HIUs controlling DHW and space heating in each apartment.
Due to space constraints, a bespoke FlatStation design was developed
for the project.
This was also the first UK installation of the Danfoss IHPT valve, the latest
generation of self-acting DHW controller.
Since it’s launch in the Swedish market in 2007, the IHPT is now used
in the majority of Danfoss HIUs.
Delivering Performance
In the five years since commissioning there have only been eight
SAV call-outs across the 775 apartments.
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